Family Nature Trail @ SGNP

“To walk innature is to witness a thousand miracles” - Mary Davis
This monsoon do something different. Give your child the opportunity to experience a taste of
true wilderness. Introduce them to a natural classroom where they can learn more about the
region’s biodiversity and gather knowledge about the importance of nature in our lives.
Join us along with your kids , as we explore and take an easy walk through the picturesque
greenery of SGNP. All in all, be assured that it will be a great family bonding and enlightening
session.
As we hike through the woods, our Environment Expert will enlighten the kids with information
about the area’s rich flora and fauna along with the basics of trekking. Gift your children with
an unforgettable experience.
Dates - 02nd, 09th September & 07th, 21st October, 2018
Charges – Rs 1250/- (1 Parent + 1 Child), 750 for single adult / child.
Detailed Itinerary:
08.00 AM : Arrive at SGNP in own car/ Bus and meet u with our co-ordinator
08:30 AM : Enter and walk towards the Trail entrance.
09:00 AM : After a brief, start the Nature Trail
11:00 AM : End the Trek and have lightrefreshments

Meeting point –SGNP entrance, Borivali
Time – 08:00 AM Sharp (If you're late, you miss the event!)
Includes – Entrance to SGNP + Guided Tour + Naturalist + Expertise charges with First Aid
response + Packed Breakfast/ Refreshments
Excludes – 5% GST/ Car entry fee / Parking charges/Transport and anything not mentioned
above.
Contact number – 08976949403
Things to wear:.


Full/ Half sleeve T-shirt with stretchable Gym Pants/ Yoga/ Track pants/ Shorts. Please DO
NOT WEAR Denims or formals.
Comfortable pair of sport shoes.



Things to be carried by you:









Water (2 Litres) Compulsory
Windcheater/ Waterproof Jacket
Personal First Aid Kit
Cap, goggles, sunscreen etc.
Electral powder / Glucon D / Tang
A backpack to carry everything (No handbags or jholas)
Personal Sanitary Kit
Change of clothes and a pair of slippers for post trail

Terms and Conditions of Service (TACS)










You (“The user”) understand that there are inherent risks of the services which may or may not be directly provided by Carvan Trips
(“Us”/ “The Company”) in which the user may engage.
The user confirms that they are physically and mentally capable of availing the service.
The users’ participation is voluntary and the user shall under no circumstance hold Carvan Trips responsible for any injury, accidents,
illness and damage to or loss of personal property as the result of any incident or accident that may occur during the period of
service.
The conduct and behavior of the user should not cause distress or harm to anyone including other user members, Carvan Trips’ staff,
service providers etc; in which case we/ service providers reserve the right to ask you to immediately leave, or in certain
circumstances, hand you over to the appropriate authorities, in which case the financial liability would be of the user.
If for any reason the user wishes to abruptly end the trip before its scheduled completion, or is unable to participate due to being
unfit, we will not be responsible to provide any refund and the financial liability for making any alternate arrangements would be of
the user.
The user is responsible to follow the instructions of the leader/ service provider and the user has to bear all the expenses which may
arise in case for medical exigency or any emergency condition.











Cuts, bruises and minor injuries are normal for an adventure activity. First aid kit is provided and the coordinators are trained to
respond in such situations. Carvan trips take all the reasonable steps to provide basic safety required for the particular activity.
During the trip, the trip leader’s decision will be final decision, whatsoever.
Carvan trips hold the rights to change the itinerary or even cancel the activity in case of any unexpected change in weather or other
unpredicted situations occur that are beyond our control. Carvan trips will not be liable for any costs such as travel or
accommodation incurred by the participant in such circumstances.
All activities are described as accurately as possible; however, the exact arrangements may differ slightly on any given day.
Photographs are used for representation purpose and should be taken as a guide only.
It is mandatory to disclose any personal medical conditions so that prior arrangements can be made. Carvan trips do not hold any
responsibility for the outcome of any undisclosed medical condition during the trip.
Smoking and drinking is strictly prohibited during the nature treks.
Carvan Trips is not responsible for any unforeseen damage brought to participant's personal belongings or personal vehicle during
the trip.
If participants are found violating the rules, Carvan trips reserve all the rights to remove the participant from the group. In such
situation, no refund shall be provided.

